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To reuse the waste ink tank for a 3800 or 3880: 
 
 
*Before beginning, you MUST have a second waste ink tank on hand. The second tank chip can 
read at a range of ink levels, provided it is NOT full or nearly full. Reset the waste ink tank before 
the printer says it’s full and needs to be replaced to avoid locking the chip (a waste tank that 
reads full can NOT be reset). Use the "ACC-RESETTER-38XX" chip resetter to reset the waste 
tank chips for the 3800 or 3880 printers. 
 
1. Remove the waste ink tank from your printer.  
 
2. Use a small flathead screwdriver to pry the top plastic grid off the waste ink tank and discard 
the ink-soaked pads. Take care when handling a full waste tank to avoid spilling. 
 
3. Fold 3 paper towels together to loosely fit in the bottom of the empty tank (replace ink soaked 
pads every time the chip is reset to avoid overflow). 
 
4. Reattach the plastic grid, making sure it fully snaps onto the base with thick “Epson” end 
facing the outside (same way it was removed). 

 
 
5. Reset the waste ink tank chip by following instructions below. Now the printer will read the 
tank as empty again. 
 
Reset Waste Ink Tank Chip: 
1. Refer to photos below: carefully align the 7 resetter pins with the 7 chip contacts, then lightly 
press them together. 
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2. The resetter light will flash red a few times, then turn solid green to indicate the reset was 
successful.  
 
3. Insert the second waste tank and close the waste tank door. The printer will read the ink 
level data of this tank’s chip. 
 
4. Remove the second tank and insert the newly reset tank- the printer should now read this tank 
as empty and you can continue printing as normal..


